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Computerized Propositional Idea Density Rater, third 
major version (CPIDR 3, pronounced “spider three”) is a 
computer program that determines the propositional idea 
density of an English text automatically on the basis of 
part-of-speech tags.1 As far as we know, CPIDR is the only 
extant software that makes this measurement.

It is well known that propositional idea density (propo-
sition density, P-density)—in the sense of Kintsch (1974) 
and Turner and Greene (1977)—can be approximated 
by the number of verbs, adjectives, adverbs, preposi-
tions, and conjunctions divided by the total number of 
words (Snowdon et al., 1996). In an earlier study (Brown, 
Snodgrass, Covington, Herman, & Kemper, 2007), we 
refined this technique and used a part-of-speech tagger 
plus readjustment rules to obtain accurate idea density 
measures. CPIDR 3 is the latest product of this research 
program. Tested against human raters, it agrees with them 
better than they agree with each other (r 5 .97 vs. .82, 
respectively).

Implementation
CPIDR 3 runs on any Windows 2000, XP, or Vista sys-

tem with Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 installed. As 

input, CPIDR 3 accepts ASCII or Unicode text files or 
input typed on the keyboard or pasted from the Windows 
clipboard. Normal punctuation is expected (though not 
highly critical), and, in addition, ^ can be used to indicate 
the end of an unfinished sentence.

During initialization, CPIDR displays a splash screen 
giving the exact version number and date and time of 
compilation. For scientific integrity, research done with 
CPIDR should always cite the exact version number, since 
different versions will give slightly different proposition 
counts.

CPIDR includes two open-source components, Monty-
Lingua (Liu, 2004), which performs part-of-speech tag-
ging, and IKVM (Frijters, 2004) for Java-to-C# interoper-
ability (needed by MontyLingua). CPIDR 3 is distributed 
as open-source freeware under the general public license 
(GPL), which it inherits from MontyLingua. A future 
version of CPIDR will be self-contained, not relying on 
Monty Lingua or IKVM.

Usage
Figure 1 shows the main CPIDR screen, which is 

largely self-explanatory. The user can type sentences into 
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as adjectives, adverbs, and qualifier phrases are addi-
tional propositions. Thus,

The old gray mare has a very large nose.

breaks up into:

(HAS, MARE, NOSE) 
(OLD, MARE) 
(GRAY, MARE) 
(LARGE, NOSE) 
(VERY, (LARGE, NOSE))

Each of these could be true or false separately from the 
others; for instance, the nose could be large, but not very 
large. In addition, connectives such as and, if . . . then, and 
because, and hedges such as unfortunately, are separate 
propositions.

Kintsch’s propositions differ from those in logic or logi-
cal semantics in at least two ways. First, most information 
about verb tense, aspect, and modality is omitted from 
Kintsch’s propositional structure so that (for instance) Steve 
eats chocolate cake and Steve was to have eaten chocolate 
cake are the same (Turner & Greene, 1977, p. 15).

Second, common nouns are not propositions in 
Kintsch’s system. To a logician, dog, brown, and barks 
are one-place predicates, denoting the property of being 
a dog, the property of being brown, and the property of 
barking, respectively. In most human languages, however, 
dog is encoded as a common noun, which is syntactically 
like a name (cf. Snoopy) except that it can refer to any dog, 
not just a particular one.

Because this method of propositional analysis is now 
a widely used standard, we have not attempted to cri-
tique it or introduce input from newer theories of seman-

the white box or paste them from the clipboard and then 
choose “Analyze Typed Input.” The alternative is to place 
the input in text files and choose “Analyze File(s).”

As Figure 1 shows, the output of CPIDR is displayed in 
two windows—the main results on the left and the details 
on the right. Each of these can be saved to a file. The de-
tails window consists of data such as:

“This is an example.”
054 PRP W   this 
200 VBZ W P is 
201 DT  W   an 
002 NN  W   example 
000 .       .

where the first column indicates which rule most recently 
applied to each word (054, 200, 201, etc.), the second col-
umn is the tag (PRP for pronoun; see Table 1), the third 
column is W if the item is a word, and the fourth column 
is P if the item is a proposition.

There is no limit to the length of text that can be ana-
lyzed. As consecutive files are analyzed in a single ses-
sion, the results window accumulates the results in a 
single, concise table.

The Algorithm
Propositions. A long line of research started by 

Kintsch and Keenan (1973) and Kintsch (1974) as-
sumes—with good experimental support—that propo-
sitions are the units involved in the understanding and 
remembering of texts. In Kintsch’s system—elaborated 
by Turner and Greene (1977)—the main verb and all of 
its arguments (subject, object, indirect object, etc.) are 
one proposition. Additional descriptive elements, such 

Figure 1. Main screen of the Computerized Propositional Idea Density Rater (CPIDR).
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the consensus of human raters better than the humans 
agreed with each other.

Part-of-speech tagging in CPIDR is done by MontyLin-
gua (Liu, 2004), which uses the part-of-speech tags of the 
Penn Treebank (Santorini, 1995; not later versions). The 
most important tags are shown in Table 1.

Rules. The full set of proposition-counting rules is 
documented in the file IdeaDensityRaterRules.cs, which is 
installed with CPIDR 3 (in the src folder). This file is copi-
ously commented so that nonprogrammers can read it; users 
with C# programming capability can even alter the rules. 
The rules have identifying numbers that are not always con-
secutive. In CPIDR 3.2, there are a total of 37 rules, 7 of 
which are specific to speech mode (see next section).

The first few rules determine which tokens should count 
as words and which should also count as propositions. For 
example, punctuation marks are not words. 

Initially, every token with the tag CC, CD, DT, IN, JJ, 
JJR, JJS, PDT, POS, PP$, PRP$, RB, RBR, RBS, TO, 
VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ, WDT, WP, WPS, or 
WRB—that is, every conjunction, numeral, (pre)deter-
miner, preposition, adjective, adverb, possessive, verb, 
relative, or interrogative—is flagged as a proposition.

Later rules adjust the proposition count and occasion-
ally the word count. For example, either . . . or counts as 
one proposition, not two; to verb is one proposition, not 
two; and so forth. Following Turner and Greene (1977), 
the determiners a, an, and the are not propositions, and 
modals are not counted as propositions unless they are 
negative (thus, can’t is a proposition, but can is not). The 
copula (is, are, was, were) is a proposition when it intro-
duces a noun phrase (e.g., is a dog) but not an adjective 
phrase; that is, the copula does not add a proposition to the 
one already signified by the adjective.

Many of the rules condense complicated verb phrases 
into single propositions. For example, may have been sing-
ing is just one proposition (following Turner & Greene, 
1977). May not have been singing is two propositions (not 
and sing), not five.

Subject–auxiliary inversion is undone in order to han-
dle questions correctly. For example, Has he resigned? is 
changed to he has resigned so that subsequent rules that 
handle has resigned will apply. In the Details window, this 
is displayed as:

“Has he resigned?”
002    has/moved 
002 PRP W   he 
402 VBZ W   has 
200 VBD W P resigned 
000 .        ?

indicating the original and moved positions of has. In 
some cases, an auxiliary verb moves too far; for example, 
Is he president? is changed to he president is, but the prop-
osition count is still correct.

Speech mode. CPIDR has a “speech mode”— 
selectable by a checkbox on the main screen—for ana-
lyzing transcripts of minimally edited speech. In speech 
mode, additional rules are activated to remove repeated 

tics. The purpose of CPIDR is simply to make the same 
measurements that psycholinguists have been making 
for a long time. Although we acknowledge the value of 
alternative proposals such as those of Bovair and Kier as 
(1985) and Perfetti and Britt (1995), we have aimed 
simply to replicate the counts prescribed by Turner and 
Greene (1977).

Idea density. Idea density is the number of expressed 
propositions divided by the number of words. In terms 
of semantics, idea density is a measure of the extent to 
which the speaker is making assertions (or asking ques-
tions) rather than just referring to entities.

Numerous psychological experiments have related idea 
density to readability (Kintsch, 1998; Kintsch & Keenan, 
1973), memory (see, e.g., Thorson & Snyder, 1984), 
the quality of students’ writing (e.g., Takao, Prothero, 
& Kelly, 2002), aging (Kemper, Marquis, & Thompson, 
2001; Kemper & Sumner, 2001), and prediction of Alz-
heimer’s disease. Snowdon et al. (1996) found reduced 
idea density in essays written by individuals who were to 
develop Alzheimer’s disease 50 years later.

Part-of-speech tagging. Propositions correspond to 
certain parts of speech. Snowdon et al. (1996, p. 529) re-
marked in passing that each proposition is “typically a verb, 
adjective, adverb, or prepositional phrase” and that logical 
connectives between sentences are also propositions.

This idea led us to measure idea density in an earlier 
study (Covington et al., 2007) by counting verbs, adjec-
tives, adverbs, prepositions, and subordinating conjunc-
tions in the output of a computer program that identifies 
parts of speech (a part-of-speech tagger).

This approach was successful, but further investigation 
led us to refine it. In CPIDR 3, part-of-speech tagging is 
followed by numerous readjustment rules that adjust the 
proposition count. CPIDR 3 does not understand every 
sentence in full and therefore does not produce perfect 
proposition counts; however, in our tests, it agreed with 

Table 1 
The Main Part-of-Speech Tags Used by 

MontyLingua and CPIDR 

Tag  Interpretation

. sentence-ending punctuation
CC coordinating conjunction
CD cardinal number
DT determiner
IN preposition, except to
JJ, JJR, JJS adjective (positive, comparative, 

superlative)
MD modal verb
NN, NNS noun (singular, plural)
PDT predeterminer
POS possessive ’s
PP$, PRP$ possessive pronoun
RB, RBR, RBS adverb (positive, comparative, 

superlative)
TO to (preposition or infinitive)
VB, VBZ, VBD, VBN, VBG, VBP verb (various forms)
WDT, WP, WPS, WRB interrogatives and relatives (e.g., 

which)

Note—For the full set used by MontyLingua and CPIDR, see Santorini 
(1995).
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 authors S.J.K. and R.H. (see Kemper, Schmalzried, Lee-
dahl, Mohankumar, & Herman, 2007).

Language samples were elicited from 80 volunteers in 
two age groups in response to the spoken question, “What 
do you remember about 9/11—where were you and what 
were you doing that morning?” Further prompting was 
used as needed to elicit at least 50 utterances from each 
speaker.

The samples were analyzed following the procedures 
described by Kemper, Kynette, Rash, Sprott, and O’Brien 
(1989). The samples were transcribed and broken into ut-
terances (pause-delimited units, not necessarily complete 
sentences). Lexical fillers, such as and, you know, yeah, 
and well were included in the transcript, but nonlexical 
fillers, such as uh, umm, and duh were excluded. Also ex-
cluded were utterances that repeated or echoed those of 
the examiner.

The final 10 sentences of each speech transcript were 
then selected for analysis. Each sample was transcribed by 
one trained coder who identified all sentences and frag-
ments; a second coder verified the transcription.

Five different trained human raters counted proposi-
tions; working separately, each analyzed 10 transcripts 
and on the set of 10, their agreement exceeded r 5 .81. 
Then, on the full set of 80 transcripts, two coders jointly 
analyzed each sample to ensure consensus.

The same 80 transcripts were then analyzed by 
CPIDR 3.2 with speech mode turned on, and the proposi-
tion counts were compared and plotted using Microsoft 
Excel 2002 SP3. As Figure 2 shows, CPIDR’s proposition 
counts correlated very closely with the consensus of two 
human raters (r 5 .97); CPIDR’s counts were about 5% 

words from the proposition count (although not from the 
word count) and to reject lexical fillers more extensively. 
In speech mode, like in some contexts, and you know in all 
contexts, are considered propositionless.

Validation
Validation against Turner and Greene (1977). 

CPIDR 3 was designed to replicate the proposition counts 
given by Turner and Greene (1977, chapter 2) for their 69 
examples. It does so (with speech mode turned off ), with 
the following exceptions.

Turner and Greene’s (1977) Example 17—showing 
coreference across three sentences—was not used, since 
the example sentences are not complete. In the examples 
in which multiple paraphrases are given (e.g., 18, 54, 55, 
56), only the first version of each sentence was used.

CPIDR 3 always counts verb 1 preposition 1 noun 
phrase as two propositions (treating come to/from Col-
orado and eaten by Steve exactly like sing in Colorado 
and eaten in Colorado, respectively). Turner and Greene 
(1977) usually did the same, but they did not count to as 
a proposition in their Examples 2 (Fred went to Boulder), 
53 (. . . refusing to come to the party), and 64 (. . . re-
turned from work), nor did they count passive by-phrases 
as propositions separate from the verb (18j–18k).

In Turner and Greene’s (1977) Example 46 (Jimmy ate 
an orange and a banana), the MontyLingua tagger mis-
takenly tags orange as an adjective, leading CPIDR 3 to 
count an extra proposition.

Validation against human raters. CPIDR was tested 
on 80 samples of spontaneous speech that had been pre-
viously collected and analyzed into propositions by co-

Figure 2. A comparison of proposition counts of 80 speech samples by human 
raters and the Computerized Propositional Idea Density Rater, version 3.2 
(CPIDR 3.2).
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(L’Etang, 1995). The speech of political leaders is widely 
available to the public, and computer-aided screening for 
subtle changes can provide an early warning of cognitive 
impairment.

Other uses. Other applications are also possible. Idea 
density is a potentially useful stylometric measurement 
for author identification and other forensic purposes (cf. 
the other measures discussed by Olsson, 2004). It is also 
likely to be useful for judging the informativeness of texts 
retrieved by search engines.

Future Refinement
Automatic replication of the proposition counts of 

Turner and Greene (1977) is, of course, not the last word. 
After developing applications for CPIDR, we can refine 
CPIDR in the light of them. One of the biggest questions is 
how much each part-of-speech tag or each CPIDR rule ac-
tually contributes to accurate measurement. For instance, 
neurological impairments that reduce propositional den-
sity may turn out to act mainly on verbs rather than, say, 
on adjectives or conjunctions (Covington et al., 2007). It 
may well be possible to split the proposition count per se 
into multiple factors that are better indicators of the things 
to be measured.
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1. The name CPIDR has been applied to several programs: a prototype 
implemented in Prolog by coauthor C.B., a Java program implemented 
by coauthor T.S. using a more sophisticated rule set (Brown et al., 2007), 
the same program ported to C# by the same author and using the same 
rule set (CPIDR 2), and the current program, coded in C# by coauthor 
M.A.C. and using a considerably revised rule set (CPIDR 3).
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